Sky Andean Cruise

Ecuador - South America

The trip to your destination is what matters... Choose your
wings with Sky Andean Cruises and create your own
unforgettable story.

Change your perspective to that of a condor who plans for the Andean highlands delighting in
fantastic landscapes that will take your breath away.
From the comfort of one of the three modern altitude helicopters ARIEL choose one of the exciting
routes that will allow you to observe a unique and privileged spectacle, admiring at a very short distance the majestic volcanoes such as: Cotopaxi, Guagua Pichincha, Sincholagua and Rumiñahui,
combining these adventures overflying part of the Ecuadorian highlands to a dream place full of
history and experience in the Hacienda Hato Verde.
We offer routes at 16,000 feet high with a minimum overflight duration of 25 and a maximum of 89
minutes. Or we invite you to create your own route, for which we are glad to help you.
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FULL DAY OVERFLIGHT CASCADAS CONDOR MACHAY - COTOPAXI - HACIENDA HATO VERDE

You will also discover the overflight from Tambillo, the beautiful waterfalls Cóndor Machay and one of the
centenary haciendas of Ecuador. Imagine seeing the summit and the spectacular slopes of Cotopaxi and
landing in the green fields of Hacienda Hato Verde.
The Green Farm is located south of Quito, in the direction of Latacunga, a few kilometers from the Cotopaxi
National Park, its elegant and distinguished country house was built 140 years ago and renovated in 2009,
keeping rustic materials but original, and surrounded by Great landscapes typical of the highlands.
Here you will find the tranquility of the countryside and you will experience the life in the Ecuadorian haciendas. Enjoy a delicious lunch in a warm, exclusive and personalized atmosphere.
After your delicious lunch, we will take you to the National Park Cotopaxi, so if you are lucky you can experience the most amazing views of the Cotopaxi volcano.
We offer you a day full of adventure, experience and natural life.

INCLUDES:
Helicopter Cap, max. 5 pax., English speaking pilot.
Private transportation from Quito to Tambillo.
Private transportation from Hacienda Hato Verde – Cotopaxi National Park to Quito.
Bilingual guide ESP/ENG
Typical gourmet lunch.
Private car with Spanish speaking driver.
Welcome drink, visits and activities.

Not includes:
Extra services not mentioned.
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HALF DAY OVERFLIGTH GUAGUA PICHINCHA- RUCO PICHINCHA - COLONIAL & MODERN QUITO

Appreciate the neighborhoods of the Historical Center of Quito that preserve its authenticity and history. The
houses in the Old Town of the city are characterized by their typical roofs, large balconies, adobe walls, large
windows and internal courtyards that hold captivating traditions and legends.
It has 11 neighborhoods with an area of 375.2 hectares, where the exquisite architecture of historical and
patrimonial interest will fascinate you, the Plaza Grande, La Ronda, its Churches like: San Francisco, Santo
Domingo, La Compañia are original and extraordinary sites that make Quito Colonial a world heritage site
indeed. Enjoy views of modern Quito as well as the iconic Guagua & Ruco Pichincha volcanos.
The whole trip duration is 3 hours.

INCLUDES:
Flight 30 min. by private helicopter.
Trf. In & Out Tambillo track. Spanish speaking driver.
Helicópter Cap, max. 5 pax. English speaking pilot.

Not includes:
Extra services not mentioned
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OVERFLIGTH QUITO TAMBILLO COTOPAXI TAMBILLO

Experience a unique trip and the adventure of being very close to one of the most fascinating and active volcanoes in Ecuador, the colossus and majestic Cotopaxi which is a representative touristic place of the world.
Cotopaxi volcano in Quichua means “cuello de luna” (moon neck) and it gives from any point spectacular
landscapes with its imposing presence to 5,897m, its beauty is highlighted by the clouds that surround it and
its summit that is covered by a white blanket of snow.
The Cotopaxi is located in the central region of the Ecuadorian highlands. Overflight its impressive Andean
landscapes, including areas of páramo, pine vegetation, remains of solid fragments of volcanic material and
flow of sediment and water, which are complemented by the great variety of flora and fauna.
The whole trip duration is 3 hours.

INCLUDES:
Private Transportation from Quito / Tambillo / Quito.
Flight 25 min. by private helicopter.
Trf. In & Out Tambillo track. Spanish speaking driver.
Helicopter Cap, max. 5 pax. English speaking pilot.

Not includes:
Extra services not mentioned.
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OVERFLIGHT TAMBILLO - CÓNDOR MACHAY WATERFALLS

The route counts on beautiful and picturesque landscapes from the takeoff you can see the green fields
bordering the city between the imposing and capricious forms of rock. The highest part offers a spectacular
panorama by the volcanic elevations like: Ilaló, Cotopaxi, Sincholagua, Rumiñahui, Pasochoa, and others.
Enjoy a series of waterfalls of the most diverse forms and altitude. The lush vegetation allows to distinguish:
grove of alders, pumamaquis, myrtle, achupallas, that will leave you astonished.
The whole trip duration is 3 hours.

INCLUDES:
Flight 25 min. by private helicopter.
Trf. In & Out Tambillo track. Spanish speaking driver.
Helicopter Cap, max. 5 pax. English speaking pilot.

Not includes:
Extra services not mentioned.
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